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Abstract

Gathering and analyzing data that is generated in IoT and mobile devices is in-
creasing due to the huge potential value it brings to consumers and car manufac-
turers. The increase in production of data introduces new problems in terms of
bandwidth requirements. Performing computations, filtering, and analyzing data
could be introduced to devices to reduce the bandwidth usage, this concept is
called Edge computing.

This Masters thesis has tackled the problem of bringing sensor based edge
computing to vehicles. The problem motivation raised two questions; How arrival
intensity of sensor data affects the system, and what bandwidth reductions gains
can be made. Firstly a pipeline was defined, and technologies and frameworks
were evaluated to be used in said pipeline in the method chapter.

The PoC was then tested in a real car, in order to prove that it works. It was
also used as a baseline for testing the two research questions posed. The PoC was
then tested in two rounds, in order to evaluate the different research questions.
The First research question was evaluated through having a static system and set
of data and varying the sample rate of data to simulate the arrival intensity. The
results show that the system had a linear relationship in terms of memory, cpu
usage to the arrival rate. For the specific hardware that the system was tested
showed that the system was stable up to a sample rate of 10000 Hz.

The main research question was tested with the results from the secondary
research question in mind. The sample rate was set to 100Hz and instead, the
agent scenarios were varied in order to evaluate what bandwidth reductions gains
can be made with three different edge computing levels. The results showed that
the bandwidth can be reduced to 0.01% of the original amount when sampling data
over 2 hours at 100 Hz. The scenarios had similar CPU usage despite increasing
the amount of edge computing done in the agents, which further showed that edge
computing is feasible in that car. However, it was also shown that the use case
which the agent is based upon dictates what bandwidth reductions gains can be
made.
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Popular Science Summary

The car industry is rapidly evolving and including more technology
in its cars each generation. The technology in the cars is also becom-
ing smarter through the use of more sensors such as parking sensors
and cameras to aid in driving. In order to be competitive in the mar-
ket of tomorrow, one of the aspects that can set a car apart from the
competition, is a car that becomes smarter with age.

In order to realize this, sensor data
in the car needs to be interpreted and
dealt with accordingly. With an increas-
ing number of sensors in cars, sending
data to the cloud in order to interpret
and calculate results from the values is
not feasible. There are two main rea-
sons why sending the data is not fea-
sible. The first one being that band-
width and mobile data from internet
providers is expensive, when consider-
ing the scale of thousands of cars send-
ing data to the cloud. The second is
the nature of network coverage, as cars
are normally driven on roads and often
between cities. This means that there
are locations where network signals are
poor or non-existent. The common re-
sult of these two issues is that the need
for a way to reduce bandwidth usage is
high.

Edge computing is the concept of
introducing intelligence into the end
points of a network instead of having
the intelligence in servers. An example
of this is in a surveillance camera sce-
nario, where you may have a certain to-

tal bandwidth of, for example 10 units.
If each connected camera streams costs
1 unit, then you can have 10 cameras in
total. However, it may be unnecessary
for the cameras to stream constantly.
Therefore, if a simple calculation or in-
terpretation is done inside the camera
hardware, such as checking if there is
movement in the frame, and only then
allow the camera to stream.

Applying the concept of edge com-
puting to a car is similar, however there
are some fundamental issues that need
to be addressed. A car is a unique
piece of technology because of its com-
plexity and that it’s also responsible for
the safety of its passengers. Therefore,
cars today have requirements on the re-
sponse times of certain aspects of a car,
such as the time it takes for an airbag
to activate, or newer technology such as
intelligent braking when the car sensing
an obstacle ahead. Both of these sce-
narios are directly related to the safety
of the car’s passengers and its environ-
ment.

The edge computing system needs
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to be robust and isolated in order to be
allowed to run in a car, and therefore
compromises need to be made. This
thesis serves to identify some of the
trade-offs and construct an edge com-
puting pipeline with these in mind, and
evaluate it.

The evaluation showed that the sys-
tem can handle realistic sensor collec-
tion rates that are viable today, which

paved way to evaluate a real scenario.
The scenario showed that without edge
computing a large amount of packages
needed to be sent, and this needed a lot
of CPU-power. However without much
change to the overall CPU-power need,
with edge computing, only 0.01% of the
bandwidth was needed to send the pro-
cessed results instead of the collected
data.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Gathering, analyzing and keeping track of data has never been more important
than it is today. The value that analyzing data brings, has a broad spectrum of
interested stakeholders, everybody from sport teams [1] to corporations are avidly
looking for new ways to appropriate their data.

Data can be analyzed with different goals in mind. Retail corporations could
use it to learn customer behaviors and product corporations could use it for diag-
nostic purposes. Each goal has its’ own challenges and focuses e.g. one goal might
benefit from getting the data fast despite losing some data, other goals might
benefit more from getting as much data as possible needless of the time aspect.

Cars are getting progressively more intelligent due to an increase in the amount
of information a car receives from its environment. Customers in today’s car-filled
world have increased their expectations on what cars can and should do. Therefore
it is important for cars to meet this new elevation of customer standards through
technology.

In the automotive industry, data generated from different sensors in the car
has increased drastically in recent years. However, there are still challenges in this
area that have not been met. These challenges need to be addressed before full
utilization of data from sensors in the car can be achieved.

This master thesis will focus on the use of data in a diagnostic process for rapid
prototyping similar to what J. Lou et al. [2] investigated. In contrast however, this
will be done by utilizing concepts of Edge Computing. The concept of Edge com-
puting relieves the pressure on the network load by e.g. processing, compressing or
aggregating data before sending the data to the cloud. When utilizing concepts of
edge computing on devices with limited resources, trade-offs such as CPU usage,
memory usage and data availability need to be taken into account.

1.1 Problem motivation

Due to the increasing amount of sensors in cars, the amount of data generated
by the car is quickly outpacing the bandwidth at which the data can be sent.
Therefore the need for a way to handle data is becoming more important. Car
manufacturers have traditionally extracted information from cars when the car is
at service, through its service providers. However, this leads to two main issues.
Firstly a car is serviced only a few times a year which means that the interval at
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2 Introduction

which the automotive company receives updates are rare and uneven. Secondly
the car manufacturers will only receive the data if the service provider has a
contract with the manufacturer, which, third-party service providers generally do
not. Thus, with the large amounts of benefits of being able to procure the data in
real-time and more reliably, through sending the data over the Internet, the need
for data collection during services is greatly reduced.

However, this causes a new range of issues, such as the amount of data that
is being sent now needs to be sent over cellular connections, which are often, if
not always, rate and bandwidth limited. Therefore, intelligent ways to reduce
the amount of data sent without removing the essential information that the data
would provide are needed. This, for instance can be done through calculations on
the data in the car, where the calculated value can be sent instead of the entire
data stream or via compression.

Furthermore, the amount of processing power in a car is limited, as the power
requirements for the internal components are similar to that of an IoT (Internet
of Things) device. The leads to the need for understanding what trade-offs are
needed in order to make the necessary bandwidth reductions.

A fair amount of research have been conducted withing this area[3, 4, 5] but few
documented implementations on actual devices and discussions regarding trade-
offs have been made. It is of interest from the industry that such ideas and
concepts can be implemented. This master thesis will explore some areas of Edge
Computing and apply it to specific scenarios.

1.2 Aim

The aim of this master thesis was to investigate how, and what, edge computing
concepts could be applied to a scenario involving a connected car. Thus reducing
the network load from the car to the cloud while still providing the benefits of
high data availability. Focus was especially put on developing edge computing
concepts that work with a limited amount of resources. A proof of concept (PoC)
was designed and developed to prove that the edge computing concepts work in
a real scenario. The thesis aims to help developers in the future make decisions
about the different techniques discussed in the thesis as well as give an example
of how edge computing can be used on architectures similar to the PoC.

1.2.1 Research Questions

The questions that this problem motivation implies and the master thesis re-
searched are:

1. What bandwidth reductions gains can be made by increasing the amount
of data processing within the car itself, and what trade-offs in terms of e.g.
data availability, processing power requirements, and failure handling does
such edge computing processing introduce?
The data will arrive to the system with a certain intensity, and this will
dictate the amount of calculations that is needed, and thus the following
research question is implied:
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2. How does the arrival intensity of sensor data in a motor vehicle dictate the
processing requirements of agents in edge processing/computing?

1.3 Related Works

There has been a substantial amount of research into mobile edge computing,
where the focus has generally been on how to move calculations to the edge of
networks in cases such as IoT devices or mobile edge computing (MEC) in mobile
devices.

One prominent example has been on the increase in the amount of data created
at the edges of networks [4]. The problem that the amount of data produced will
soon exceed the capacity that is available through mobile networks, and therefore,
how does one minimize the power consumption of edge devices and bandwidth
usage without compromising quality? Determining how to measuring the quality
of the information received was done by S. Wang et al through the loss function
in their learning algorithm. Their quality aspect could thus, be measured quan-
titatively as the loss function in the machine learning algorithm that was being
deployed in their edge computing solution. Therefore in order to achieve the de-
sired trade-off between local calculations and global aggregation, the amount of
calculations done at the edge was changed in order to achieved the desired loss
level.

Concerning vehicular edge computing (VEC), Sun et al. implement learning
algorithms that use V2V (Vehicle to Vehicle) and V2I (Vehicle to Infrastructure)
and the vehicle as an edge [5]. The discussion is based around task replication and
how the communication and calculations can be shared between vehicles. This
result concluded that cars are able to reduce the offloading delays using VEC.

1.4 Project Disposition

The master thesis report consists of Introduction which introduces the subject the
thesis concerns and research questions the thesis is based upon. The next chap-
ter is Background, which gives the reader an understanding about the theoretical
parts, concepts, models and techniques that the thesis concerns. The report con-
tinues with Method, a chapter which explains and discusses implementations of the
theoretical concepts and models. The next chapter is Arrival intensity of sensor
data, which concerns the sub research question. In the next chapter Bandwidth
reductions the main research question is presented with results and a discussion.
The report continues with Discussion, which is a general discussion regarding all
of the results and both research questions. The following chapter is Conclusions
which is a conclusion of the results and discussion. The last chapter is Future
Work, which concludes what future works that can be made to improve on the
topics that the thesis concerns.
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Chapter 2
Background

We have studied the concept of edge computing as it relates to processing data from
sensors in motorized vehicles. Since the number of sensors is potentially large, and
projected to grow as more intelligent features are demanded by customers, one of
the problems that arises concerns the data distribution and handling within the car
itself. Processes in the vehicle must be robust, as the computational components
may not interfere with vital car components. Furthermore, the hardware in modern
cars may have fairly limited performance, and thus, any reasonable solution needs
to take energy efficiency and execution speed into account. Finally, for security
reasons, programs conducting data processing must be executed in isolation to
avoid interfering with each other.

Therefore, the following areas are briefly introduced, Core Concepts, Tech-
nologies, Architecture and Profiling methodologies.

2.1 Core Concepts

2.1.1 Robustness

According to J. Armstrong [6], robustness can be identified as six key areas in terms
of computer science, isolation, concurrency, fault identification, fault handling,
dynamic code upgrade and stable storage.

Isolation is the separation of processes from one another in terms of various
resources such as memory, CPU usage, filesystem and other namespaces. In terms
of software running in a vehicle, isolation allows for processes to crash without
jeopardizing system functionality and uptime. Isolation can be created through
different mediums that are available in operating systems such as Control groups
(Cgroup) or containers such as Docker.

Concurrency is running several processes simultaneously, such as running pro-
cesses in different threads. Concurrency allows for threads to crash without com-
promising on uptime. For example, if a process is run concurrently in two in-
stances, if one of the instances crashes, given that the programming language
supports it, the other two will still be able to run. Concurrency is supported
natively in many programming languages, and also through separate tools which
e.g., runs the entire system in several instances.

Fault detection, is knowing that a fault has occurred, as a system may or may
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6 Background

not be under constant supervision. Fault detection can be done through local logs,
or error reporting to a remote location.

Fault identification is knowing where and why an error occurred. This can be
done in a number of ways, such as printing stack traces or exit codes as well as
the last state of the process.

Dynamic code upgrade, is support for changing the running code without
stopping the system. This can be done through starting and stopping programs
from a central process manager developed in the system.

Stable Storage, storage that is non-volatile, meaning it survives a crash. This
can be done through transactional storage, meaning that the data can not be
written as part of a whole to the disk, and instead needs to be written as a logical
change or addition.

These six parts are what make a robust system.

2.1.2 Edge computing

With an increasing number of devices gathering data and an increasing need for
cloud storage the need for network bandwidth increases. Edge Computing is a
paradigm for connected devices, to reduce bandwidth usage on the network, where
processing is done in the nodes themselves, instead of in a central server unit. An
example of this is in a surveillance camera scenario, where you may have a certain
total bandwidth of, for example 10 units. If each connected camera streams costs 1
unit, then you can have 10 cameras in total. However, it may be unnecessary for the
cameras to stream constantly. Therefore, if a simple calculation or interpretation
is done inside the camera hardware, such as checking if there is movement in the
frame, and only then allow the camera to stream. This methodology would allow
for more cameras than 10 to be able to use the network, since each camera would
not need its full bandwidth in each case, this is called Edge Computing.

Traditionally stream processing systems have been designed for environments
supporting clusters of computers. To support edge computing as well as distributed
environments, suitable architectural models have emerged. A lot of focus is cur-
rently on moving certain stream processing elements closer to where the data is
generated, at the edges. Transferring the processed data can be done in different
ways, e.g. by batch jobs or streaming. Much of this work is still on a conceptual
or architectural level without concrete software solutions. Possible solutions have
proposed the use of a simple computer (e.g. Raspberry Pi or similar) where certain
data compression and data processing can be handled [7, 8].

2.1.3 Stream Processing

Stream processing is the handling of data when it arrives through callback func-
tionality [9]. Event-based systems is a large use case for stream processing, as the
events would trigger callbacks in the stream processor which would in turn handle
the event. Sensor data readings can be seen as events and thus stream processing
that is useful in a vehicle scenario where data collection is occurring.

Stein et al. introduce how stream processing is used in UI applications where
there is a single thread that handles the user input as well as how that thread is
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Figure 2.1: Concept of Edge Computing with one cloud, three edges
and six sensors

not supposed to interfere with the functionality of the program [9]. This is similar
to the commonly used Python compiler CPython which has a Global Interpreter
Lock, which in practice results in only one thread executing at once since the
memory management in CPython is not thread safe [10].

Furthermore, the introduction of event-based programming frameworks such
as ReactiveX allows for stream processing in a complete package along with Map
Reduce functionality such as filter, map, reduce [11].

2.2 Architecture

Edge computing requires a defined direction of data flow, from the source to the
stream processor to the cloud. The publisher-subscriber topology is a quintessen-
tial feature of edge computing pipeline design.

2.2.1 Master-Worker Architecture

In computer science the master-worker architecture is a model that can be used for
managing tasks and subtasks, where there is one main task, called a master, and
several subtasks, called workers. The manager will distribute work to the workers
through giving them tasks [9].

Subtasks can be different from each other and work together or totally inde-
pendently from each other. A scenario could be a worker having a predefined task
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that is activated when the worker receives data. Another scenario could be where
several workers need access to the same data and return values based on the data.

There are many software architectures that are based on the master-worker
model such as the publisher-subscriber. In the publisher-subscriber topology, the
publisher is the master, which delegates data to the subscribers. Each of the
subscribers, is a worker in the architecture. In edge computing, having a master
is important. The master is responsible for being the dealer between the incoming
sensor data and the workers.

2.2.2 Agent Model

A common approach to designing an edge computing system is an agent approach,
similar to a master-worker architecture. The approach consists of several workers
that are referred to as agents, whom receive data from sensors in the manager node.
However, in contrast to the master-worker architecture, the agents themselves
know their own task and the manager is only responsible for supplying information
and not delegation.

An agent is the worker that carries out aggregations, calculations and filtering
of the data and chooses what to upload to the server. Agents will receive a stream
of data at variable rates, meaning that there will be waiting for data to arrive.
Therefore, a solution would be to provide the agents with a event based approach.
Therefore, in order to aid the workers’ stream of data, an implementation of the
MapReduce pattern is implemented for simple servicing of the data.

2.2.3 The MapReduce Pattern

The MapReduce pattern is a combination of two functions, the map and the
reduce. According to J. Dean et al. [11] the map, is a user defined function.
It takes an input value and produces an intermediate value, which is associated
with the same key. The reduce operation is a user defined function, which receives
a list of values for a key, normally from a map function, and produces a possibly
smaller set of values for said key. In collaboration, these two functions allows
the system to reduce the amount of memory needed to handle large amounts of
data. Furthermore, the pattern can be used in a stream processing based system,
which handles a constantly increasing amount of data. The MapReduce pattern
is implemented through the Reactive Extensions (ReactiveX) framework [12].

2.2.4 Publisher - Subscriber Architecture

A publisher-subscriber architecture is a network topology used in a distributed
network setting [13]. It works in the manner that there is a central publisher that
has direct or indirect local access to the data. Direct access to the data means that
the data is being read by the publisher. In contrast, indirect local access is when
the publisher is communicated the data, often from several sources. One topic can
have several subscribers, such that when a publisher publishes data from a specific
topic, all the subscribers for that topic receive updates from the publisher. The
topology is based around the concept of multicasting, which takes the assumption
that a broadcast message is as expensive as a normal point to point message.
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There are different ways to filter the information sent from a publisher. The
filtration can be done in the publisher, meaning that the publisher needs to keep
track of the subscribers’ topics. On the other hand, the publisher can send the
data to all subscribers and let each subscriber filter on the desired topic. In this
scenario, the publisher does not need to keep track of the subscribers’ topics, but
each subscriber will need to filter away all the data.

A brief overview of the design is seen in 2.2, where the flow of information is
shown from left to right. The publisher-subscriber topology becomes important,
when more than one agent is added to the pipeline. This allows for a modular
design where a number of agents can be scaled up and down easily. This will
allow for the publisher to scale, since adding a subscriber only adds the cost of the
subscriber itself.

Figure 2.2: Preliminary Design of Agent Pipeline

2.3 Technologies

The defined architecture allows for distributing data through useful and smart
topologies, however, the question remains of how to implement the different topolo-
gies. Message queues is one answer, as many of the message queue systems have
support for a publisher subscriber topology as well as communication between
programming languages.

Furthermore, in order to isolate the agents from each other and the rest of
the system, agents must be confined to a set amount of resources in terms of the
file system, CPU usage, memory usage and network usage. Virtualization and
containers are tools that allow for this kind of isolation and will be introduced
below.

2.3.1 Frameworks and languages

Golang

Golang is an open source programming language created by Google in 2009. It is a
concurrent, garbage collected and fast-compiled language. The idea behind Golang
partly originates from the problems that were introduced by multicore processors,
networked systems and massive computation clusters, where the problems were
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worked around instead of addressed [14]. Similarities between Golang and C can
be found, such as that both languages are statically typed, compiled, however,
Golang has memory safety, garbage collection and use CSP-styled concurrency.
Golang is, in its design, suitable for system software on multicore machines [15].

Reactive Extensions

ReactiveX is a framework that allows for asynchronous event based programming
through observables and observers. ReactiveX has bindings for many of the major
languages such as Python, Java, and Golang. ReactiveX allows for event based
programming through callbacks and lambda functions.

Natively ReactiveX allows for chaining of several functions such as the func-
tions included in the MapReduce pattern such as map which allows for fluent data
type conversions and filter which only passes data that satisfies a certain predi-
cate [9]. Reduction mechanics are also available, which allows for merging of data
streams. Subsequently, these functions can then create observables which other
stream processors can subscribe to, allowing for multiple interpretations of the
same data without multiple copies of the data within a single process.

2.3.2 Message Queues

The concept of message queues is central to modern computer science, which
facilitates inter-process or inter-thread communication. Whether it is between two
processes on the same machine, or two threads in the same process or processes on
different machines. Distributed computing is another central concept in computer
science, where different nodes or components are distributed within a system, and
networked to one another. The concept of message queues is a key element in
enabling distributed computing.

Message queues can have several different network topologies such as a pipeline,
communication between pairs, and distributing data through publisher subscriber.
There are several other topologies, as well as combinations of the previously men-
tioned topologies. Pipeline means that there is a number of receivers polling for
new pushes from several nodes, in a pipeline manner. This topology is an enabler
for funneling data through a single point, such as through a network interface to
the internet. The Pair topology allows for bi-directional communication between
two nodes, which is a commonly useful situation where a pair of nodes are depen-
dent on each other. The publisher-subscriber topology is important when there is
a single source of data that needs to be distributed to several interested parties.

This section serves as an introduction into some of the message queues that are
readily available. Message queues come in two different architectures, those being
with and without brokers. A broker is a middle man in the communication between
the server and the client, this introduces additional latency to the communication
as a trade-off to introducing intelligence to the network. A broker-less message
queue is based around an intelligent endpoint system instead of an intelligent
broker.
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ZeroMQ

ZeroMQ is a socket based communication technology, implemented in C++ that
can be used by most of the modern programming languages through wrappers. It
allows for fast and brokerless communication between servers and clients through
asynchronous message passing in multiple different network topologies such as in
pairs, and in a publisher subscriber scenario [16].

Nanomsg

Nanomsg is also a socket based communication technology that is based upon
ZeroMQ whilst being written in C. However Nanomsg has native implementations
in Golang, allowing for native communication between C and Golang, through a
similar brokerless implementation like ZeroMQ [17].

RabbitMQ

RabbitMQ is a message queue system based on an intelligent broker system where
the broker acts as a middle man for all communication between servers and clients
in the network. RabbitMQ is developed and written in the Erlang language, and
has support for many of the popular programming languages today [18].

Message Queues in a Publisher - Subscriber Architecture

In order to implement these communication channels, a message queue implemen-
tation is normally used. Message queues have many implementations that differ
in the way that communication is distributed and which distribution patterns are
supported. Traditionally, message queues are implemented with a central message
broker, and such is the case in RabbitMQ. However, ZeroMQ and Nanomsg are
implemented through sockets and thus there is no central broker. The central bro-
ker that is available in RabbitMQ allows for complex filtration and intelligence,
however it also works as a bottleneck for all communication.

In contrast, the socket based communication of ZeroMQ and Nanomsg allow
for inexpensive implementations that work without a dealer process. This allows
for smaller implementations and higher throughput at the expense of any intelli-
gence in the broker itself. Thus the intelligence is shifted to the endpoints, the
idea of intelligent endpoints is essential for edge computing.

2.3.3 IPC, TCP and INPROC

Communication in the technologies such as ZeroMQ and Nanomsg, can have dif-
ferent transport protocols, such as through the transmission control protocol TCP,
intra-process communication (INPROC) and inter-process communication (IPC).
TCP is a protocol that allows for communication between the application layer
and the internet protocol. TCP is implemented through the use of sockets in both
ZeroMQ and Nanomsg. IPC uses named pipes, which are logical files that two
or more processes have access to, often with different write and read permissions,
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depend on the role in the network topology. INPROC is similar to IPC, however
only threads from the same process can have access to the pipe.

2.3.4 Serialization formats

In publisher-subscriber topologies, the information is filtered either on the sub-
scriber side in brokerless message queues, or in the broker. The information is
thus bundled as a topic and data tuple, such that an application can filter on a
specific topic. This structure is often referred to metaphorically as an envelope.
Technologies such as JSON and Protobuf allow for easy envelope support through
fields in respective protocol.

JSON

Javascript object notation (JSON) a medium of encoding and serialization of data,
in order to structure data in object like fashion. JSON is a string based format,
that is readable in its base form [19].

Protobuf

Protocol Buffers (Protobuf) is a also a medium for encoding and serialization of
data, which uses interface description to serialize data through a user created
schema. Protobuf is not human readable in its base form but can be decoded to
become human readable [20].

2.3.5 Virtualization and Containers

Virtualization in the context of computer science is the idea of being able to cre-
ate virtual instances of a physical computer/machine in software. The technique
enables the ability to install different OS on different Virtual Machines(VMs) on
the same physical machine. Classic VMs exist as an abstraction layer between
the application in the virtual environment and the hardware on the machine that
is running the VM [21]. Virtualization allows for isolating a process and its de-
pendencies from the host operating system, which is wanted behavior in a system
where processes should not interfere with each other.

Containers, also called Linux Containers, are used for execution of applications
in a software component. Through isolation of system resources every container
obtains its own process ids, file system namespace and identifiers. Containers
provide performance that is close to the performance of the native environment
despite being isolated from the rest of it [22].

Docker

Docker is a container management technology that was released 2013. It is a soft-
ware suite that enables management of light weight containers, through the Docker
service. Docker enables the possibility of many different docker containers to be
included inside one Docker instance through technologies such as swarming. A
Docker container can be tailored to individual needs through specifying operating
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systems and dependencies. The dependencies needed for a particular program can
be bundled within the docker container. This allows a separate user to simply
download the system and run it without having to install any dependencies or
have the same operating system. Therefore, it is suitable for application where
different parts of the application is dependent on different types of OS or versions
of programming languages [23]. Docker enables isolation of the containers from the
rest of the system by restrictions on namespaces, CPU usage, network namespaces
and memory usage. In addition it also has restrictions for the number of PIDs
(Process ID) and IO usage.

Control groups

Control groups, also called Cgroups, is a Linux kernel feature that enables alloca-
tion of resources such as CPU, system memory and network bandwidth. Cgroups
are managed inside a logical filesystem, and maintained through folder structures.
Cgroups can be used by management tools to configure, monitor, and prioritize
system resources by dividing the hardware resources appropriately between tasks
and programs [24]. Each folder inside the Cgroup hierarchy represents one group,
that can have a set of restrictions placed upon that group. Subfolders, are given
the same restrictions as the parent folder, and are referred to as subsystems. When
running a docker container, one has the option to include flags which correspond
to limiting the container in terms of cpu shares and memory allocations. These op-
tions are the values that docker writes to the different Cgroup parameters. There-
fore, solely using a Cgroup, one can achieve some of the isolation levels that the
docker container system uses. However, a docker container is also run as a separate
user, which isolates the filesystem to some extent, which is not possible using only
Cgroups.

2.4 Profiling methodologies

According to Patel et al. profiling is a technique or methodology used to acquire
performance data from the program, whether it be memory, cpu usage or any other
useful statistic [25]. They also describe the various methods of performing such
measurements, such as inserting code which allows for measuring specific parts of
the code. However this method introduces errors in the measurements, because
the inserted code introduces an unwanted overhead.

Similarly, one could sample certain aspects of the code at set intervals through
either an interrupt, or through a separate information source such as the proc file
system in Linux. This method potentially avoids the unwanted overhead, but may
introduce unwanted behavior due to the interrupt [25].

Pprof

Pprof is a method of profiling code in Golang [26], using insertion of a Pprof
server which can sample the amount of memory in use, and record a call trace in
order to evaluate CPU usage. Pprof allows for easy profiling and measurement
of the code without having to alter the code that is being profiled. Therefore,
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the overhead created by the Pprof server should impact the system minimally, as
it is a combination of insertion of code and sampling of code. However, Pprof
is a server running as a separate process, and may still have indirect impact on
different parts of the system.

Pprof has several measuring capabilities such as measuring the amount of
memory that is in use at any given time. This is important due to the fact that
the Golang memory allocation model works with a garbage collector. The garbage
collector will collect unused memory at regular intervals, and keep it as a form of
cache for the next allocation. Therefore, from a sampling source such as htop, the
amount of memory that a Golang program uses, will differ significantly from what
is currently allocated.

Moreover, the Pprof tool has the ability to see and visualize the call trace of
function calls as seen in Figure 2.4 and 2.3, through either the trace or the goroutine
analyzer. This can accurately measure how much cpu usage each function has
during the last 30 seconds.

File: vec.test
Type: inuse_space
Time: Sep 26, 2018 at 12:30pm (CEST)
Showing nodes accounting for 1024.04kB, 100% of 1024.04kB total

MT-RVA/vec/publisher
(*NanoPublisher)

StartPublishing
0 of 1024.04kB (100%)

MT-RVA/vendor/github
com/golang/protobuf/proto

Marshal
512.02kB (50.00%)

 512.02kB

strings
Split

0 of 512.02kB (50.00%)

 512.02kB

48B

 512.02kB

strings
genSplit

512.02kB (50.00%)

32B

 512.02kB

 512.02kB

Figure 2.3: Visualizing the memory in use with Pprof. Showing the
functions using the most memory.
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File: vec.test
Type: cpu
Time: Sep 26, 2018 at 4:32pm (CEST)
Duration: 30s, Total samples = 20ms (0.067%)
Showing nodes accounting for 20ms, 100% of 20ms total

runtime
lock

10ms (50.00%)

runtime
retake

10ms (50.00%)

MT-RVA/vendor/nanomsg
org/go-mangos/protocol/pub

(*pub)
sender

0 of 10ms (50.00%)

runtime
selectgo

0 of 10ms (50.00%)

 10ms

runtime
mstart

0 of 10ms (50.00%)

runtime
mstart1

0 of 10ms (50.00%)

 10ms

runtime
sysmon

0 of 10ms (50.00%)

 10ms

runtime
sellock

0 of 10ms (50.00%)

 10ms

 10ms  10ms

Figure 2.4: Visualizing the CPU usage from call trace with Pprof.
Showing the functions with most CPU usage.
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Chapter 3
Method

The section will introduce a design, and how to evaluate it from a practical stand-
point, based upon the original research question, What bandwidth reductions gains
can be made by increasing the amount of data processing within the car itself, and
what trade-offs in terms of e.g. data availability, processing power requirements,
and failure handling does such edge computing processing introduce?.

In order to evaluate the benefits of edge computing in the vehicles, one must
account for the unique requirements that are placed on a vehicular system, which
create a set of restriction and limitations. The use-case for edge computing in
a car is incredibly varied, and thus a system was modelled with this approach.
Therefore, the need for a system that supported a single distributor of data with
a variable amount of subscribers was necessary. Thus the first part was to identify
which technologies support this use case and evaluate which was most suitable.

In addition to the modular nature of the system, some essential functionality
was needed in order to dictate how the agents execute. Agent scripts are of low
priority in comparison with other systems of a car, such as the systems that are
responsible for core functions of the car. Therefore, the agents need to be isolated
from the rest of the processes, as well as being robust.

Isolation was the main aim of executional environment, as the agents need to
kept from affecting the rest of the system.

These system requirements need to be combined into a proof of concept where
benchmarks can be run on different scenarios to establish what trade-offs could
be made in order to reduce the amount of bandwidth needed to purvey the same
information.

3.1 Assumptions and restrictions

1. The agents need to be modular and support many different use cases.

2. The system needs to be able to handle adding edge computing components
dynamically.

3. The agents are restricted to Python development and the rest of the system
is restricted to Golang

4. The system is restricted to be able to be compiled to binaries to run on x86
and ARM. This limits the use of technologies in the sense that they need to
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be compatible with ARM and x86.

5. The system needs to be scalable in the sense that it needs to scale well with
an increasing number of agents.

6. Package sizes are assumed to be be smaller than 1MB, in the range of around
a couple of tens of bytes.

7. The system will run in an isolated module, where there is no chance to
manually change or restart the system after it is deployed.

8. The system needs to be robust according to [6].

9. The system should be able to handle 10 agents with frequencies at 100 Hz,
which is roughly equal to one agent with an arrival intensity of 1000 Hz.

10. The communication with the cloud needs to be compatible with REST API,
thus HTTP will be used.

3.2 Choice of design

The high level design proposed in figure 2.2 was used in developing a design that
could be used as a template for the implementation. The design 3.1 is a pipeline
for information flow, with an intermediary step being the agents. The agents
will act as the stream processor in the pipeline, and will only react to relevant
data. Moreover the agents are Python scripts that process the data in some way
in order to either draw a conclusion from the data or to reduce the amount of
data uploaded. The agents need to support the MapReduce pattern in order to
reduce the amount of data being uploaded in several ways. The data reduction can
either be done through a filtration on values above a certain threshold, a reduce
operation such as averaging value, or noticing a pattern of subsequent value. All
of these three examples are ways that can significantly reduce the amount of data
uploaded if compared to streaming the raw data to the cloud and letting a server
process the data.

The designed pipeline is comprised of three main parts: the collection of data,
the processing of data and the sending of data to the cloud. The data collector
reads data from sensors in the car or other interfaces such as simulators and
passes this data to the publisher. In the next step the publisher sends all the data
to all subscribers (agents) which then in turn filters out data depending on the
topic subscription. The agent will then send the result of its computations to the
uploader which will then post the result to the cloud.
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Figure 3.1: Pipeline used for evaluating message queues
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3.2.1 Choice of network distribution

Different network distribution techniques can be utilized to achieve similar results
but all introduce different trade-offs. The choice of the publisher-subscriber pat-
tern was made because of multiple different reasons. A main reason that publisher-
subscriber is a natural fit for this problem is the concept of loose coupling. Loose
coupling separates the dependency of components, in this case the publisher is
isolated from the subscribers. Isolating components contributes to the overall goal
of high robustness in the system. Furthermore, the ease of scalability in publisher-
subscriber is needed [13]. The number of subscribers is directly dependent on what
data that agents are subscribing to, this makes scalability a key factor.

The decision was made to not have a central broker between the publisher
and subscribers. The main reason for this is to reduce the time of the sent data
between the publisher and subscribers. This is a trade-off between having an
"intelligent" component that could e.g. enable filtering of messages or having a
faster subscription service. In this case it brings more value to have a faster service.

3.2.2 Choice of technologies for baseline

The baseline is described as a system without any Edge computing with the pur-
pose of gathering data and sending it to a server, without any package loss and in
reasonable time.

The baseline following the design was implemented in Golang. The choice was
made to let the datacollector send the data through a Go channel. Go channels
were chosen because it is the standard way to send data in Golang, it is essentially
a pipe that connects concurrent Go routines. The datacollector and the publisher
has each one Go routine.

The research regarding performance of the message queues did not differ
greatly [27], which led to the decision to implement two different message queues,
ZeroMQ and Nanomsg. These two message queues were implemented between the
publisher and subscribers as well as between the agents and the uploader. To han-
dle porting between Golang used in the publisher and Python used in the agents a
Python library was implemented as receiver to the publisher. The main part that
is taken care of by this component is the conversion of the ZeroMQ and Nanomsg
messages from Golang to Python, which is needed because the byte encoding in
Golang and Python differs.

The agents were implemented as a pass through medium, meaning that they
did nothing other than pass on the messages received one by one. The Python
libraries located after the agent sends the messages with ZeroMQ and Nanomsg
to the uploader. With the use of HTTP the uploader transfers the messages to a
server.

The baseline design can be seen in figure 3.1.

3.2.3 Initial benchmarks

The initial implementation was used to perform benchmarks regarding the message
queues, ZeroMQ and Nanomsg, and the communication mediums, Protobuf and
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JSON. The goal with these benchmarks was to make a decision of which of these
technologies to use.

The results from the benchmark shows a slight advantage for Nanomsg, but
not enough to base the decision solely on that. Other factors have to be taken
into account, such as implementation difficulty and scalability. Both ZeroMQ and
Nanomsg scale well and only differs when the number of requests are large. Since
the scale of the numbers of requests in this thesis will be well below that, the
scalability can be seen as equally good. Furthermore, the fact that ZeroMQ is
written in C++ and Nanomsg is written in Golang. To use ZeroMQ a wrapper
had to be used, which poses some potential problems such as a dependency to
C++, versioning and updating. The fact that Nanomsg is written in Golang gives
it a natural upper hand over ZeroMQ if the only language used is Golang. In
this thesis Golang and Python is used and therefore the choice was made to use
Nanomsg.

When benchmarking the communication mediums the focus was speed, nanosec-
onds per operation. The result in Table 3.1 was obtained by running tests with
two different operations, parsing and creation, on different number of cores. The
results are summarized as a graph in Figure 3.2

Table 3.1: Protobuf and JSON benchmarks with varying number of
cores

Test JSON Protobuf Percent Difference Percent Faster
Parse 1 core 2841 ns/op 899 ns/op 316 Proto - 216
Parse 2 cores 2807 ns/op 891 ns/op 315 Proto - 215
Parse 3 cores 2935 ns/op 930 ns/op 315 Proto - 215
Parse 4 cores 2855 ns/op 924 ns/op 308 Proto - 208
Create 1 core 8047 ns/op 532 ns/op 1512 Proto - 1412
Create 2 cores 8312 ns/op 537 ns/op 1547 Proto - 1447
Create 3 cores 8194 ns/op 560 ns/op 1463 Proto - 1363
Create 4 cores 8235 ns/op 552 ns/op 1491 Proto - 1391

3.2.4 Choice of message queue

To better answer the question of which message queue was most suitable, the
method goal question metrics (GQM) were used. Explanations of the scores can
be found in the Table A.1 and A.2 in the appendix. Only Nanomsg supports
the architectures natively, both ZeroMQ and Rabbitmq need to be cross-compiled
from C++ respectively Erlang.

The package size that can be sent differs between ZeroMQ and Nanomsg.
ZeroMQ does not have a limit that lies within our scope, package sizes of 100 MB
works. Nanomsg has a tipping point of around 1 MB, packages bigger than that
might not be delivered properly [27]. Based on the assumption in Section 3.1 item
number 6, this is not an issue.
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Figure 3.2: Comparison of Create and Parse operations between
Protobuf and JSON

Rabbitmq were disregarded due to the fact that it does not compile to ARM7
which is a future requirement.

The results of the GQM is shown in Table 3.2. The combined scores from the
GQM show that Nanomsg is the best choice with a score of 8.

3.2.5 Choice of serialization format

The data that is collected and sent, from the datacollector to the cloud, can
have multiple use cases. These use cases may require different data which the
subscribers has to keep track of in an easy way. Because of this reason the data
needs to have a defined structure. A definition for this structure was developed.
To send this data over socket based communication the data needs to be serialized.
Serialization of data can be done to many different formats which have different
trade-offs.

A first selection of different serialization formats was made to narrow down the
options. The choice was narrowed down by the language support for Golang and
Python. The result of this was two formats, Json and Protobuf. Mainly two factors
were taken into account when choosing format, namely memory consumption and
processing speed per message. Memory consumption is an important metric in this
case when working on devices with limited resources. The memory consumption
is lower in Protobuf than in Json, by a factor of up to 4 [28]. Secondly, the speed
of the two serialization formats differ. Protobuf could be as much as 5 times
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Table 3.2: Goal Question metric evaluation of message queues

Questions Metrics ZeroMQ
Score

Nanomsg
Score

Rabbitmq
Score

Does the
message
queue
satisfy
the
require-
ments?

Supported by the ar-
chitectures (x86 and
ARM7)?

2 3 1

Supported by Golang 2 3 2
Supported by Python 2 2 2

faster than Json at processing time per message for serialization, deserialization,
compression and decompression[28]. The performance of serialization formats can
differ depending on the specific implementation of that serialization, therefore a
benchmark in our specific environment was performed as explained above under
"Initial benchmarks". The benchmark 3.2 further supports the benchmarks done
by Petersen et al. [28], claiming that Protobuf is faster than Json. Based on these
two factors the choice was made to select Protobuf as the serialization format.

3.2.6 Choice of isolation method

A robust system in the sense that malfunctioning or failing modules should not
affect, stop or slow down the rest of the system is essential for this system to
work. A main reason for this is because of assumption 3.1 number 8. Furthermore,
modules need to be isolated in order to keep them from affecting the rest of the
car. Malfunctioning modules must be dealt with individually, therefore a signal
handler is introduced in order for a safe shutdown procedure. The life cycles of
modules should not affect each other in the meaning that errors of one module
should not create errors in another module. To achieve this goal, isolation of
specific modules of the system should be used. Isolation could be achieved through
different techniques of either virtualization and/or containers.

To perform this isolation, Docker or control groups should be used. Control
groups are a versatile isolation method and is compatible with Linux kernels above
Linux 3.14. The Docker runtime is required when running a Docker container, and
the Docker runtime is not supported by all linux distributions. In order to use
Docker as the virtualization method, one would need to be able to spawn Docker
containers dynamically during runtime. This may need to be done through a
Docker container, which requires the privileged flag to be set. This may be a
security concern as the idea is to limit not elevate the permission level of the
system.

Control groups are found as an alternative to Docker, as Cgroups provide the
isolation in terms of CPU, memory, and network limiting that is needed. Therefore,
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as a result, the choice was made to perform the isolation with Control groups.

(a) Unisolated agent (b) Isolated agent with life cycle handling

Figure 3.3: Isolation of agent. (a) An unisolated agent with failing
functions. (b) An isolated agent with failing functions and life
cycle handling.

3.2.7 Trade-offs between requirements and system load

Different requirements that improve the systems’ ability to handle more complex
edge computing scenarios all come with trade-offs in regard to power consumption
and processing power. Based on assumption number 8 in 3.1, the system needs to
be robust, meaning that it needed to run concurrently, in isolation as previously
mentioned. In addition, the system needs to identify faults and be fault tolerant.
The last robustness concept is stable storage, which in the case of agents can be
interpreted as the Quality of Service (QoS). The QoS in this case is how well the
system performs in regard to how many packages that are dropped over some time
period. The QoS can be implemented on the upload side.

Gathered data could have different constraints on time sensitivity and impor-
tance relating to the use cases. Some data could be wanted fast and as soon at it is
generated, other data could be needed continuously but with less importance and
some data could be wanted, but is of little importance when and if it is received.
There also needs to be support of how the upload works when there are problems
with the network. To fulfil these requirements, three scenarios were identified:

1. Real-time streaming: Stream the data in a way that it reaches the cloud
within a given relatively small time frame, without losing any packages.

2. Best effort streaming: Stream the data as soon as it is possible.

3. Batch post: Collect the data during a time frame and send it to the cloud
at a specified interval.
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These scenarios could be further explained as that data have different priori-
ties and should be uploaded accordingly, and thus a quality of service have been
introduced to the system.

A high robustness level is a requirement in edge computing in a connected
car. Scenarios could arise where internal systems in a vehicle are run without
supervision for months at a time.

Concurrently running parts of the system is a key part of increasing the robust-
ness in the system which easily solvable in Golang through goroutines. Further
trade-offs was made to increase the robustness by increasing the number of han-
dlers that deliver data, so that if one would misbehave there is always a handler
that could perform the work. This is implemented through the recovery mechanic
in Golang, which functions similarly to catching exceptions. However, instead
of exceptions, the recover method can catch segmentation faults and restart the
worker thread. By having three such worker threads, the system can have three
erroneous messages send to the upload module simultaneously before a temporary
outage occurs. Important processes in the system that could misbehave, having
life cycle handling to enable these processes to start, stop or restart according to
the wanted behavior.

To further increase the robustness fault detection and fault identification are
needed. Through a supervisor routine which detects agents crashes and sends the
exit code, stack trace to the server, one can both detect faults and identify the
problem through the stack trace.

3.2.8 Proof of concept

The choices described above boiled down to an implementation of a proof of con-
cept. The proof of concept is comprised of three main parts: the collection of data,
the processing of data and the sending of data to the cloud. The datacollector
collects data from one of its interfaces that are sensors connected to Electrical
Control Units (ECUs), that pass this data to a publishing socket based on the
Nanomsg standard. The publisher then sends this data to the interested parties
through the socket, which the Python libraries are listening to. The filtration is
done and the agents receives the data that they are interested in, and can begin
processing the data. After the processing is done the agent can upload the data
through a separate socket to the upload service which then sends the data to the
cloud. The design of the proof of concept can be seen in figure 3.4
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Figure 3.4: Pipeline describing the final design of the system with
Nanomsg, publisher-subscriber and isolation of agents.



Chapter 4
Arrival intensity of sensor data

This section outlines the testing methodology for how the arrival intensity affects
the system. The tests were based on the proof of concept, and highlights the first
research question. The tests were performed to identify how the arrival intensity
stresses the system in terms of memory usage, cpu usage as well as throughput.
The tests were done through the use of the proof of concept outlined in the method
chapter.

4.1 Test methodology

The goal with the test was to identify limits of the system in terms of arrival
intensity. Therefore, the test was based on varying the period between data arrival,
in a static system.

The system in question ran with the same agent, which sent every message
that it received to the cloud server. The message sent will be represented by the
topic it represents and the value converted to a float. The pipeline in which the
system ran on will be kept the same with one publisher socket running over TCP
and one IPC socket responsible for uploading the data.

The cloud server which the data was uploaded to ran on a separate computer.
The motivation behind this was to both simulate an accurate representation of
how the system will function in the real world and to ensure isolation between the
server and the system. The server ran on an isolated network in order to minimize
packet loss due to saturation of the network.

In order to simulate a larger data set the data being published was represented
as a static CSV file. The static CSV-file was used instead of sampling data from
the car to provide a static input data set to minimize its effect. The data-set is
previously sampled data from a car. This will thus represent data sizes which fair
as an accurate real world representation of the car.

The sample arrival periods was between 1 microsecond and 1 second, and
increased with a magnitude of 10 for each test. This gave us a large range data of
which to evaluate the system upon, and represent the upper scale of what arrival
intensities can be expected in the real world.

In order to get accurate measurements on the memory and cpu usage of the
agent control, sampling was done through Pprof. The system was ran with the
Pprof tool in server mode, which allowed it to be queried in order to obtain accu-
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rate representations of memory usage per process and cpu usage in the currently
executing stack. The Pprof values read was the total memory in use and the buffer
Goroutine memory usage at the 5 minute mark, as well as the cpu usage the last
30 seconds of the test. This was accompanied by readings from the htop program
which is a graphical user interface for interpreting the Linux proc file system. The
resident set size was read from the htop program.

The test itself ran over 5 minutes to represent load across the system, and these
individual tests ran 10 times each. The test measured the values of Resident size,
Total memory usage, Buffer size usage, CPU usage and Throughput of messages.
The tests ran on a system with a Intel Core i5-4250U running at 1.3GHz and 8GB
of RAM.

Resident size - is the size of the actual physical memory, i.e. how much
memory that is held in RAM.

Total memory - usage is the total memory allocated, measured by the pro-
filing tool Pprof, as seen in Figure 2.3.

Buffer usage - is the memory usage of the publisher routine which is respon-
sible for handling the messages that are are queued for the agents.

CPU usage - is the average CPU usage of the last 30 seconds during the test.
The CPU usage is measured by the profiling tool Pprof, as seen in Figure 2.4.

Throughput - is the percentage of messages that are received by the server
compared with the theoretical maximum value of received messages.

The choice was made to include these measurements because they all con-
tribute to better understand what and how trade-offs could be made. Resident
size, total memory usage, buffer size usage and CPU usage were chosen as they
are key factors when it comes to minimizing the impact of edge computing in a
connected car scenario. Throughput was chosen as a measurement as it could help
draw conclusions of what trade-offs that could be and as it gives an indication of
how the system behaves at different arrival times.

The steps for the test were the following:

1. Set up the static parts of the test with the proof of concept

2. Vary the arrival intensity between 106, 105, 104, 103, 102, 101, 100 samples
per second.

(a) Perform a benchmark measuring Resident Set Size

(b) Perform a benchmark measuring total memory usage

(c) Perform a benchmark measuring buffer memory usage

(d) Perform a benchmark measuring CPU usage

(e) Perform a benchmark measuring throughput
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4.2 Results

The result Table shows a collection of the measurements over the intensity 1 Hz to
1.000.000 Hz. The graphs below will be visualized on graphs which are semi-log.
Semi-log representation was chosen in order to show the exponential relationship
at high frequencies.

Table 4.1: Benchmark results for arrival intensities, measuring Resi-
dent set size, Total memory in use, Buffer memory usage, CPU
usage and Throughput as a percentage of the theoretical max-
imum

Frequency[Hz] RSS[MB] Total[MB] Buffer[MB] CPU[%] Throughput[%]
1 10.18 0.9832 0.5933 0.055 50 95.00

10 16.07 1.302 0.5120 0.8383 94.50

100 55.30 17.63 4.250 7.530 95.75

1000 389.5 161.1 36.83 43.93 85.25

10 000 1273 515.0 113.6 97.57 17.50

100 000 1610 715.2 168 109.9 1.700

1 000 000 1625 744.7 166.3 114.3 0.1600
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The Resident set size can be seen increasing at a linear rate from 1 Hz to
10000 Hz. In this range the Resident set size is 10.185, 16.073, 55.297, 389.50 and
1273.2 MB. The gradient decreases exponentially between 10000 Hz and 1000000
Hz with the Resident set sizes of 1273.2, 1609.8 and 1625.1 MB as seen in the
graph in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: The resident set size over different arrival intensities
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The Total memory usage can be seen increasing at a linear rate from 1 Hz to
10000 Hz. In this range the Total memory is 0.98317, 1.3020, 17.633, 161.05 and
515.03 MB. The gradient decreases exponentially between 10000 Hz and 1000000
Hz with the Total sizes of 515.03, 715.22 and 744.69 MB as seen in the graph in
Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2: The total memory usage over different arrival intensities
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The Buffer size can be seen increasing at a linear rate from 1 Hz to 10000 Hz.
In this range the Total size is 0.59333, 0.51200, 4.2500, 36.833 and 113.58 MB.
The gradient decreases exponentially between 10000 Hz and 1000000 Hz with the
buffer sizes of 113.58, 168.00 and 166.29 MB as seen in the graph in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: The total buffer usage over different arrival intensities
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The CPU usage can be seen increasing at a linear rate from 1 Hz to 10000 Hz.
In this range the CPU usage is 0.055500, 0.83833, 7.5300, 43.932 and 97.572 %.
The gradient decreases exponentially between 10000 Hz and 1000000 Hz with the
CPU usages of 97.572, 109.91 and 114.34 % as seen in the graph in Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.4: The CPU usage over different arrival intensities
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The Throughput is within 6% from being at optimal throughput from 1 Hz to
100 Hz. The throughput is lowered down to 85.25 % on 1000 Hz. There is a drop
between 1000 Hz and 10000 Hz from 85.25 to 17.50 %. The throughput decreases
exponentially towards 0 between 10000 Hz and 1000000 Hz with the throughput
of 17.50, 1.700 and 0.1600 % as seen in the graph in Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.5: The throughput compared to the theoretical maximum
of throughput over different arrival intensities

4.3 Discussion

From the results a strong correlation can be found between how the different
metrics change depending on the frequency. The changes in the graphs can be seen
to appear around 10000 Hz, where the graph tends to change from a linear curve
to an exponential. The reason for this is likely due to the arrival intensity of the
data exceeding the amount of data that can be handled in the system. When the
buffer is full it will block any new data, and at that point the system begins to lose
messages. At that point the system could be regarded as an unstable queue where
the arrival intensity is greater than the time in the system. A recommendation is
therefore to keep the arrival intensity at below 10000 Hz.

The Resident set size is how much memory a process uses as seen from the
operating system. Therefore, as seen in the Golang specification, Golang uses a
garbage collecting system with a cache. Therefore the allocated memory can be
significantly different from the memory observed in htop. The Resident set size
increases linearly up 10000 Hz which is expected since the hardware is able to
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provide the system with the amount of Random Access Memory (RAM) needed.
The biggest contributor to the Total memory size is the buffer size, which

stands for between 60% and 22% in the frequency range of 1 and 10000 Hz. This
conclusion is made by looking at the visual representation of Pprof as seen in
Figure 4.6. The total memory in use is a more accurate representation of how much
memory is currently allocated in functions and goroutines than htop. However, the
unused memory, that is stored as a cache will not be returned to the system. Thus
this measurement in conjunction with the RSS will give an accurate representation
of the effect on other processes in the system.

Figure 4.6: Pprof tool highlighting the buffer size

An arrival intensity of 1 Hz showed larger buffer usage than the buffer size for
10 Hz. This can be credited to when the buffer is read, as the buffer difference of
600 bytes can be a couple of messages. When the buffer is empty the size is 0.512
MB. If the buffer is read when it has one message, the buffer size increases by a
large percentage in comparison with an empty buffer. In most of the tests, the
buffer was empty at 1 Hz, however not on every test. The buffer must have been
read between the time the message was added to the buffer and the serving time
of a message.

The CPU usage shows a linear climb until the threshold 10000 Hz where it
changes to an exponential decline. The system that the tests are run on, is a dual
core system and the execution time is shared between the agent control and the
agents. Therefore, the amount of CPU usage that the system can obtain at most is
around 120% depending on the balance between the agent and the agent control.
Therefore, the CPU usage is the primary bottleneck, as the RAM usage as seen
from htop is far from the maximum of 8GB.

The throughput can be seen as a measure of how well the system performs at
different frequencies. A delivery of 100% of the messages is not achieved at any
level. This is due to the fact that when the throughput was read, the number of
messages read was the number of delivered messages from the datacollector to the
server, hence not the messages that were at that time in the buffer. Furthermore,
the throughput was calculated as the number of messages delivered over the total
test time. The test time was the whole time the test ran, including the start up
time for the system. Therefore, the start up time may be responsible for some of
the discrepancy from 100%. The throughput can be seen to decrease significantly
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in comparison with the theoretical maximum. One of the main reasons for the
difference is that the system is not able to manage the high frequency of arriving
messages which leads to a lot of messages being thrown away due to a full buffer.

As the arrival intensity increases the amount of stress on the system increases,
by a linear amount until there is instability in the system. Therefore, the system
in its current state and hardware can be run on a 10000 Hz sampling system. In
context with the real world, this is a very high sample rate. For example, you could
not expect to be shifting gears every 100 microseconds, thus most of the samples
would be redundant. However, it is relevant when running multiple agents. The
system can be proven to be stable up to 10 agents with frequencies at 100 Hz.



Chapter 5
Bandwidth reductions

This section outlines the testing methodology for what bandwidth reductions that
can be made. The tests were based on the proof of concept, and highlights the
primary research question. In order to evaluate the proof on concept in terms of
the research question, a number of a appropriate test cases were set up.

From the limitations found in the results and discussion of the arrival intensity
of sensor data, four scenarios can be created to represent four use cases with
different processing power and edge computer power. With edge computing power
means the amount of edge computing that could be performed within the given
limitations the scenario introduce.

There are a number of ways to receive data from the car as previously dis-
cussed, such as manually downloading data through a cable interface, such as dur-
ing a service. Secondly, one can send all the relevant data to the cloud. Thirdly,
one can do simple calculation such as a filtering of the data in order to receive the
wanted set of data. And lastly, the entirety of calculations are done in the car and
results are sent to the cloud.

The first scenario will be disregarded in terms of the tests here because the
availability of the data is essential to the project. Thus, receiving the data on a
yearly basis, when the car is serviced, is not practical.

Thus the following scenarios are created:
No Agent - Sends all the sensor data to the cloud as soon as it is available
No Edge Computing - Sends all the sensor data through an agent to the cloud
as soon as it is available
Low Edge Computing - Filters the values such that only a certain interval of
values are given
High Edge Computing - Filters the values and does the entirety of the calcu-
lations in the car

In order to evaluate these scenarios, a number of metrics needed to be es-
tablished. In terms of the research question, the memory, CPU usage as well as
evaluating the availability of the data.

The memory was measured through three instances. The memory usage of the
agent control environment, through Pprof. The memory usage of the agent itself
through htop. The CPU usage was also measured through Pprof in terms of the
agent control environment, and only through htop in terms of the agent.

The goal of the tests was to identify which parameters that are important and
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affect the system the most, and how trade-offs between processing powers could
be made while still being able to perform edge computing use cases.

5.1 Test methodology

The pipeline in which the system was run was kept the same, with one publisher
socket running over TCP and one IPC socket responsible for uploading the data.
The data set was kept the same across the tests, in order to simulate the same
scenario. The data was sampled at a rate of 100 Hz which was shown to be stable
as seen in the results from the arrival intensity tests in table 4.1.

The system in question will run with four different agent set-ups, the first
being without the any edge computing, passing the data from the datacollector
straight to the uploader. The second with a simple agent, uploading all of the
requested sensor data with the help of the agent to the cloud. The third agent
will filter the sensor data on one parameter, and send the data for those specific
intervals. The fourth agent will filter and do some calculations on the parameters
at the specific intervals and upload the results.

In order for a fair comparison, the scenario with No Edge Computing, will
exclude the agent, and pass the data straight to the upload listener. This way the
pipeline is kept the same, in all four scenarios.

The steps for the test was the following:

1. Set up the static parts of the test for the proof of concept

2. For each scenario from the four test cases

(a) Set up hardware constraints according to the scenario

(b) Set up edge computing complexity by selecting appropriate agent

(c) Perform a benchmark measuring bandwidth load

(d) Perform a benchmark measuring CPU usage

(e) Perform a benchmark measuring memory consumption
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5.2 Results

The results are presented in four tables and graphs. The first section shows the
CPU usage, the second shows Memory usage, the third shows Bandwidth usage
and the forth shows the three named areas summarized in one graph.

Table 5.1: CPU usage in percentage for agent and pipeline, where
100% is maximum CPU usage of one core

Scenario Agent [%] Pipeline [%]
No Agent 0 34.77
No Edge Computing 15.33 41.97
Low Edge Computing 28.62 6.662
High Edge Computing 25.2 6.907

Figure 5.1: CPU usage over different edge computing scenarios

Table 5.1 and the Graph 5.1 shows CPU usage for the different scenarios and
how the CPU usage is divided between the agent and the pipeline. The No Agent
scenario shows that all CPU usage is in the pipeline. The scenario of No Edge
Computing, shows that a substantial amount of CPU is used by the pipeline. The
CPU in the other two scenarios with edge computing is clearly used most by the
agents and not the pipeline.
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Table 5.2: Bandwidth reduction results for memory usage

Scenario Agent [kB] Pipeline [kB]
No Agent 0 0.08533
No Edge Computing 41.79 0.256
Low Edge Computing 57.48 8.117
High Edge Computing 57.24 8.532

Figure 5.2: Memory usage over different edge computing scenarios

Table 5.2 and the Graph 5.2 shows the memory allocations to the heap for the
different scenarios and how the memory usage is divided between the agent and
the agent control. The No Agent scenario shows that almost no memory is used
and since no agent is used, the pipeline stands for 100%. In the scenario of No
Edge Computing, the Agent stands for almost all memory usage, 41.79 kB, and
the pipeline is barely visible with its 0.256 kB memory usage. The two scenarios
with low respectively high edge computing shows that it is the agent that stands
for a considerable amount of the memory usage.

Table 5.3: Results for bandwidth usage over different edge comput-
ing scenarios

Scenario Total usage [kB]
No Agent 10223.1
No Edge Computing 10223.1
Low Edge Computing 22.152
High Edge Computing 1.032
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Figure 5.3: Bandwidth usage over different edge computing scenar-
ios

Table 5.3 and the Graph 5.3 shows bandwidth usage for the different scenarios.
The No Agent and the No Edge computing scenarios shows that the total band-
width is the same, 10223.1 kB. The two other scenarios shows that the bandwidth
is considerably lowered by the introduced edge computing.

A summary of the metrics CPU, memory and bandwidth are shown in 5.4.
The image shows that the low and high edge computing scenarios are similar in
x and y positions, i.e. CPU and memory usage, and fairly similar in size, i.e.
bandwidth usage. While the No Agent and No Edge computing scenarios are the
same in size, they differ in x and y positions.
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Figure 5.4: CPU, memory and bandwidth over different edge com-
puting scenarios
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5.3 Discussion

The results show the agent and the agent control environment as a single mea-
surement. However, they were measured and presented as separate to be able to
visualize how the agent behaves by different levels of edge computing. It is im-
portant to include the entirety of the system together to indicate how the whole
system behaves at different levels of edge computing.

There is a throughput of 100% of the messages in all scenarios, which proves
a stable buffer and system. The sizes of the delivered packages are not affected
by the different scenarios. The size of the Protobuf message are from 20.3 to 21.5
b/message which is a difference of less than 6%. The consistency in package sizes
proves that the data that has been processed does not change in size when the
data is from the same data set. The bandwidth was also further reduced by the
choice of serialization format which reduced packet size from about 100 bytes in
json to 20 bytes in Protobuf. The design choice of using Protobuf instead of Json
clearly shows as the better choice.

The CPU usage is almost the same for three of the scenarios, however, for the
No Agent scenario all of the CPU usage is in the pipeline since there is no agent.
The scenario with no edge computing stands out because it uses more CPU than
the rest. This shows that simply having an agent which uploads all the data is
not an effective approach. The CPU usage for the No Agent scenario is almost
the same as the Edge Computing scenarios due to the fact that it sends a lot
more packages through HTTP-requests. This can be seen by looking at the Pprof
tool and isolating the areas that are responsible for HTTP-requests. An example
from a Pprof benchmark from one of the tests shows that around 56% of the CPU
usage is related to HTTP-requests, this is calculated by adding all parts that are
connected to HTTP requests, which in one example are the parts A, B, C, D, E
in Figure 5.5. The parts were extracted from the Pprof tool and are part of a
larger call trace. It also worth noting that the HTTP requests are generally one
of the most CPU intensive tasks in the overall pipeline. The No Edge Computing
scenario has a higher CPU usage than the other three scenarios. In that scenario
the agent is used to receive every message and then pass it through to the uploader.
Since the pipeline must send and receive messages to and from the agent the CPU
in the pipeline will be higher than in the No Agent scenario. The agent in the
No Edge Computing scenario does not do any computations, as a result, the CPU
usage in the agent will be lower than in the agents in the two scenarios with Low
and High Edge Computing.

The results show that the CPU usage is higher for the scenario Low Edge
Computing than High Edge Computing. The reason for the CPU being higher
correlates to the number of HTTP-requests being sent, which is greater in the
Low scenario compared to the High scenario. This again relates back to indicating
that HTTP requests are taxing to the on the system.

From the results, the memory can be seen to be close to 0 for the scenario with
no agent. The memory is 8.5 bytes because, at that scenario, the pipeline sends
all the messages directly to the server, meaning no buffer is used. The memory
increases substantially in the No Edge Computing scenario when keeping in mind
that it does the same as the No Agent Scenario. When comparing the memory
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Figure 5.5: HTTP requests isolated from the Pprof tool. (A) Call
trace of HTTP response reader. (B) Call trace of HTTP write
request. (C) Call trace of a HTTP thread. (D) Call trace of
Nanomsg upload socket. (E) Call trace of HTTP connection
and listener

usage between the scenarios with edge computing it can be concluded that the
baseline is relatively high since the memory usage in the No Edge Computing sce-
nario is more than half of the memory usage in the Low and High Edge Computing
scenarios.

The memory shown in the Pprof benchmark is the allocated memory to the
heap, which is currently in use. Therefore, one can conclude that most of the
memory usage in the No Agent scenario is on the stack. In the scenario with
a No Edge Computing, one can observe the minimum amount of memory usage
needed to start an agent which is approximately 40 kB. The memory usage for the
two edge computing scenarios are within 1 % of each other. In both of the edge
computing scenarios, the agent needs to receive all of the data that the pipeline
handles, and thus they need to be buffered in the publisher. The buffer is the
main contributor to the memory usage, this is the reason that the memory usage
for the edge computing scenarios are similar. The memory usage for the simplest
of Python agents is also quite high due to the nature of the interpreter.
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The bandwidth usage is 102223.1 kB for the No Agent and the No Edge Com-
puting scenarios. This result is expected as both of the scenarios sends all data
that is read and proves that the system is stable, i.e. drops no packages. The
bandwidth usage is 22.2 kB for the Low Edge Computing scenario and 1.0 kB for
the High Edge Computing scenario. This is a reduction from the No Agent and
No Edge Computing scenario to 0.2% for the Low Edge Computing scenario and a
reduction to 0.01% for the High Edge Computing scenario. This result is achieved
by sampling data at a rate of 100Hz over 2 hours. The reduction is thus to 0.2%
and 0.01% over that period of time. A longer sampling period would produce a
greater reduction. Another representation of this is that it can be shown that the
bandwidth used is reduced by 137.5 % every second.

The bandwidth usage is directly dependent on the number of packages sent.
The number of packages that are sent are decided by the filtering, aggregations
and calculations done in the agent.

If edge computing is present, trade-offs regarding memory are present and will
demand more resources from the system. However, it does not make any noticeable
difference if the agents perform little or a lot of edge computing since the major
component affecting the memory is the buffer. Trade-offs regarding CPU does
not appear due to the fact that a majority of the CPU usage is moved from the
pipeline to the agent if edge computing is present.
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Chapter 6
Discussion

The system has proven that edge computing will reduce the amount bandwidth
needed, at very little cost in terms of CPU and memory in comparison with up-
loading all the sensor data. In comparison with today’s solution of retrieving the
data at yearly intervals or whenever the car is serviced, the increase of CPU and
memory usage is significant. However, the data shows that the amount of CPU
usage and memory usage needed is directly proportional to the sample rate (arrival
intensity) of the sensor data. Therefore, dynamically adjusting the sample rate to
suit the CPU and memory allowance, will allow the system to perform according
to the requirements put upon on it. Decreasing the CPU usage and memory usage
comes with the trade-off that the data availability will decrease, as well as the risk
of errors may increase.

The risk of measurement errors may increase at lower sample rates due to
missing essential data. For example in Figure 6.1, if the sample is done at sample
1 and sample 2, one could lose the information that the car has traversed through
gears 2-6, and only observe a steady gear position. The possible error varies
for each measurement value, since the interval at which the measurement index
updates varies. For example, the gear position is only expected to switch as fast
as the car can switch gears. Therefore, with varied sample rates according to the
individual metric, most of the errors can be kept to a minimum.

Figure 6.1: Sampling data with potential error
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It is clear that the agent’s purpose will dictate the potential bandwidth re-
ductions gains. A simple example being that, if instead of uploading a value, the
value is buffered and the average is uploaded for every 10th value, the bandwidth
needed would be reduced by 10. This indicates, that the more intelligent scenarios
found for the agent scripts, the more the bandwidth can be reduced. On the other
hand, a poorly designed agent, that does heavy calculations and doesn’t reduce
the amount of data needed to purvey the information. For example an agent that
converts a value from one form to another would result in very poor performance.

The proof of concept has also proven that it is feasible to run edge computing in
a car with quite minimal impact to the CPU and system as a whole. The PoC was
also proven to scale well as it was tested with twelve agents, each with a different
measurement assignment, without any issues. In the future, with hardware more
powerful than the current car, more complex agents with heavier calculation loads
and higher sample rates should not be an issue.

The pipeline as it stands is filtered on the subscriber side, which means that the
publisher is in some way reliant on the speed of the subscriber. The performance
of the publisher could be increased if the filtration was done in the publisher.

The system was introduced with robustness requirements, and these require-
ments have been met to a certain degree. The pipeline functions concurrently, and
the entire pipeline can be isolated by being run in a Docker container. This can
be done in conjunction with using Cgroups for the agents, whilst in a Docker con-
tainer. However, there is no life cycle management for the pipeline itself, only for
the agent scripts that it executes. In comparison, the agent scripts have complex
life cycle management that is made incredible cheap in terms of memory and CPU
usage due to the nature of goroutines. Allowing each agent script to have its own
supervisor, solves a lot of the robustness criteria without much CPU and memory
usage.



Chapter 7
Conclusions

This masters thesis has tackled the problem of bringing sensor based edge com-
puting to vehicles. The problem motivation raised two questions; How arrival
intensity of sensor data affects the system, and what bandwidth reductions gains
can be made. Firstly a pipeline was defined, and technologies and frameworks
were evaluated and compared to be used in said pipeline in the method chap-
ter. Secondly, the pipeline was successfully implemented, and tested in a real
car. Therefore, the conclusion can be drawn that there is a possibility for edge
computing in vehicles today.

From the results in Chapter 4, which addressed the research question, of what
arrival intensity the pipeline can handle, one can draw the conclusion that the
system can handle intensities of up to 10,000 Hz. This means that the system
exceeds the requirements of being able to run 10 agents with a sample rate of 100
Hz each. However, this is highly dependent on the hardware that is available in the
car. Therefore, no concrete conclusion can be made for a general case. However,
for the specific hardware used, the requirements could be met. Furthermore, the
system showed exponential decline in throughput after the 10,000 Hz intensity,
which means that one can draw the conclusion that it is not viable to run higher
intensities, because the loss of data is high.

Consequently, from the results in chapter 5, which addressed the research
question of what bandwidth reductions gains can be made at what cost. One can
first draw the conclusion that using a real world use case, the amount of bandwidth
reduction gains that can be made are significant. A corollary is that the overall
CPU usage is unaffected in cases that were tested.

However, the use case for the agent is the determining factor in what band-
width reductions gains that can be made in these scenarios. Since the use case is
the determining factor, no conclusion can be made on whether using edge com-
puting is always a bandwidth reducing activity.

There is however, a clear trend in that exchanging a HTTP-request for a
calculation can work to reduce the amount of bandwidth needed as well as the
amount of CPU usage needed as long as the calculation is reducing or aggregating
the data.

Data availability is difficult to measure in terms of the tests run, despite the
QoS features that were implemented. The system is designed to always give the
agents the latest data, and if the data arrives faster than the agent can handle the
oldest data is discarded. Therefore, the conclusion can be drawn that the data
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availability will suffer if the agents can not keep up with the arrival intensities.
Failure handling was added to the system through the robustness criterions

outlined in Chapter 2, which means the system has some overhead in terms of
fault detection, fault identification, and isolation. However, the conclusion can
be drawn that the overhead of the robustness aspects was minimal as in the real
world use case the pipeline only used approximately 6% of the CPU which was to
a great extent the publisher and upload.

In summary, the masters thesis aimed to investigate what bandwidth reduc-
tions gains can be made in cars today. Using the results, the bandwidth reductions
gains are significant, and the potential sample rate that the system supports are
indicators towards the usability of edge computing in a vehicle. In conjunction
with the stability and robustness that the car industry requires, this can serve as
proof for further use cases for edge computing in cars.



Chapter 8
Future Work

The Master thesis has focused on the research question: What bandwidth reduc-
tions gains can be made by increasing the amount of data processing within the
car itself, and what trade-offs in terms of e.g. data availability, processing power
requirements, and failure handling does such edge computing processing introduce?
through the perspective of software as the hardware was static. In future iterations,
one could look at how different hardware platforms are more suitable towards eval-
uating edge computing in the car. Research on how different hardware platforms
could increase the frequency, i.e. lowering the arrival intensity, and the amount of
processing that could be done the car could be made.

Further research regarding filtration of messages could be done. More specifi-
cally, if the filtration would be done on the publisher side, the overall performance
of the publisher could be improved as well as the traffic on the internal sockets
reduced.

Security is an important aspect of edge computing as well as in every part of a
car, including gathering, handling and analyzing sensor data. A general approach
to security have been followed in this Master thesis, but since the scope of the
Master thesis did not cover security aspects, possible problems related to security
have not been resolved. In the POC there does not exist a way to dynamically
add new agents to the system. This choice was made early on in the Master thesis
due to the security constraints it impose and fact that addressing it would not
fit in the time schedule of the Master thesis. However in the future, dynamically
uploading agents might be a wanted function to have, for instance when the car is
serviced. If such functionality should be implemented, relevant security measures
must be taken into account, such as preventing upload of malicious agents and
further limiting the parts that an agent could access through e.g. stricter control
groups.

The trade-offs relating to the research questions that have been tested and
discussed are all dependent on the hardware that it was run on. The hardware
the POC will run on in the future will change and therefore the trade-offs in this
Master thesis might not be directly applicable to future solutions. What trade-offs
should be made in future solutions must therefore be reevaluated.

Streaming data in real-time (below a certain delay threshold) has its obvious
use cases and advantages over streaming in best effort. One of the main advantages
enabled by real-time streaming is the use cases that are made possible by being
able to receive data or instructions in real-time. The choice was made to not
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include the real-time streaming in the scope due to lack of time.
Storage is an important part in edge computing scenarios where downtime of

connection to the cloud could appear. Wireless connection problems over the 3G-
and 4G-net are common and thus storage aspects are an important part of edge
computing in a connected car scenario. Trade-offs relating to storage have not
been researched due to lack of time. Future work needs to address issues such as:
How should the system handle data when the wireless connection is inaccessible
for a longer period of time? What data should be kept and what data should be
thrown away when the local storage in the car is full?
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Appendix A
Goal question metric

Table A.1: GQM criterion - Supports architectures(x86 and ARM7)

Score Criteria
1 Does not compile
2 Cross-compiles
3 Compiles

Table A.2: GQM criterion - Supports Golang/Python

Score Criteria
1 No support
2 Support through wrapper
3 Native support
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